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Don Albert’s recent days have been very leisurely. After going out and patrolling every day,
he returned to the top floor of Heaven Springs to drink tea and listen to music. He was chic
and comfortable.
However, in the evening, Isaac Cameron suddenly called him, and as soon as he came up, he
said in a serious tone: “Don Albert, your kennel must be prepared quickly. New products are
coming tonight.”
Don Albert was lying crookedly on the recliner, drinking tea with a purple clay pot with a
handle. Upon hearing this, he hurriedly sat up straight and asked, “Mr. isaac, how many
goods are there tonight?”
Isaac Cameron smiled and said, “If there is no accident, then seven or eight, if there is
another delivery, it is estimated that the double number will be broken!”
“I rub…” Don Albert exclaimed: “Why so many…”
Isaac Cameron said helplessly: “Hey, don’t mention it. In the past few days, the agents sent
by the West to investigate Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical have been one after another. These
seven or eight were still caught in Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical. There are still dozens I’ve been
wandering around Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical all day long, but I haven’t started yet.”
After speaking, Isaac Cameron said again: “You must be careful with this batch of goods.
These people are all secret agents and are well-trained. Don’t let them run away!”
“Run?” Don Albert smiled and said immediately: “isaac, don’t worry, the person who can run
out of my Don Albert kennel hasn’t been born yet!”
As he said, he hurriedly said again: “When someone arrives, I will let my subordinates break
their legs first, and then each person will give a 30-jin heavy pure iron dog chain, and then
put on three one-jin. The heavy lock makes them impossible to run!”

“Don’t tell me.” Isaac Cameron said hurriedly, “Master said, this group of people are
sensitive, it is certainly not appropriate to stay with you for a long time, and it is not
insurance, so I plan to wait for the right time and send them to Syria by boat. , These people
have other uses in Syria.”

“Huh?” Don Albert asked in surprise: “Send to Syria? This group of people have special
identities, how can they be sent?”
Isaac Cameron smiled and said: “It just happened that the young master was going to send
a ship to Syria to deliver food. By the way, all the people were packed and sent. Hunter
(Hamid) over there is now listening to the young master’s suggestion and embarking on a
project to dig a cave. The team, the young master meant to send this group of people to
Hunter (Hamid) as diggers, which is considered to be a good use. If you break their legs,
they can do nothing except eat and drink Lazard.
When Don Albert heard this, he said quickly: “Mr. isaac, you can’t break your leg, then my
security pressure is really a bit heavy! This is not one or two agents, but seven, eight, or even
dozens of agents. The people below simply can’t prevent them…”
As he said, Don Albert said again: “Those agents in the movie, James Bond, Tom Cruise, they
are all very capable, nothing can prevent them…”
Isaac Cameron smiled and said, “You watched a lot of movies, and the agents in reality are
also human. Do you really think they are omnipotent?”
After that, Isaac Cameron said again: “Master has already said, let you vacate the strongest
big cage, and then strip these guys out. Make sure they don’t have any tools privately and
they will all be locked in. After they are locked in. You just let them weld the door directly
from the outside, let them eat and drink, and let them eat and drink all inside. No matter
how strong they can escape, they can’t escape. I don’t believe they can bite your welded
cage open. ?”
Immediately, Isaac Cameron said with relief: “Don’t be so psychologically pressured. The
villains in the movie are all mentally retarded, so how can the decent characters escape? You
must really strip them out and weld them to death in a big iron cage. Here, even if a
hundred thousand 007 get together, it is impossible to escape!”
Hearing this, Don Albert breathed a sigh of relief, and said with a smile: “This is a good idea!
I can do it this way! Master wade asked me to upgrade the kennel last time, and I am now
changing the new cage. They are all made of 30mm thick rebar, and they have two layers
inside and outside, stacked in a Tic Tac Toe pattern. If this cage is really welded to death,
even the elephant will not get out!”
“That’s good.” Isaac Cameron asked him hurriedly: “Where are you?”

Don Albert said: “I’m in Heaven Springs, I’m going to the kennel now!”
“Okay!” Isaac Cameron said hurriedly: “Then I will go there too, see you at the kennel.”
“okay!”
Don Albert hung up Isaac Cameron’s phone, immediately stood up, took the car key and
prepared to go to the kennel.
At this time, the manager of Heaven Springs ran up quickly, panting and said: “Five…Five
Lord, downstairs…there is a big customer downstairs!”
Don Albert frowned and asked, “What major customer?”
The manager hurriedly said: “Someone wants to pack our diamond box for a month!”

